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8 T H A N N UA L G E N E R A L M E E T I N G
SEPTEMBER 17 T H , 2011
● MINUTES ●
1. PRESIDENT’S WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS
The 8TH Annual General Meeting of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and Labrador
(the “Association”) was held on September 17th, 2011 at the Sheraton Hotel, St. John’s.
President Rick Elliott chaired the meeting and established that a quorum was present. The
meeting was called to order at 2:20 pm.
President Elliott welcomed everyone and expressed appreciation to those present for taking time
out of their busy schedules to attend the meeting.
Trent White was introduced as the Resolutions Chair. Any media or non-pharmacists present
were asked to stand and be recognized. President Elliott noted that
no
person/s exercised their proxy rights.
The chair called for a moment of silence for colleagues who have passed away this past year.
2. INTRODUCTION OF COUNCIL MEMBERS
President Elliott introduced the Council Members present:










Rick Elliott, President – Central Region
Sandra Carey, Vice President – Central Region
Joan Roach, Executive Member – Eastern Region
Ted Dawe - Hospital
Stacy Martin - Eastern Region
Stephanie Pittman - New Practitioner
Trent White - Western Region
Jamie Grandy, Student Observer
Mary Ann Butt, Executive Director (ex-officio)

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES (SEPTEMBER 18, 2010)
President Elliott called for a motion to approve the minutes of the 7th Annual Meeting of the
Association held on September 18, 2010, which were previously circulated to the membership.
MOTION: That the minutes of the 7th Annual General Meeting of the Association be adopted as printed. –
Moved by Roy Saunders and Seconded by Linda Hensman. CARRIED.
4. BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES
The Chair called for any business arising from the minutes. No other business was noted.
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5. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (APRIL 1, 2010 TO MARCH 31, 2011)
President Elliott called for a motion to adopt the audited financial statements of the Association
for the twelve months ended March 31st, 2011. These minutes were previously made available to
the membership in the Annual Report.
MOTION: That the Audited Financial Statements of the Association for the twelve months ended March 31st,
2011 be adopted as printed. – Moved by Deb Elliott and Seconded by Brenda Bursey. CARRIED.
6. APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR
The Chair called for a motion to re-appoint Morrissey & Company as the auditors for the
Association.
MOTION: That the Association re-appoint Morrissey & Company as the Auditor for the coming year
2011/12. – Moved by Tom Healy and Seconded by Brian Healy. CARRIED.
7. ANNUAL REPORT
The Chair called for a motion to approve the 2010-2011 Annual Report of the Association as
previously made available to the membership.
MOTION: That the Association’s 2010-2011 Annual Report be adopted as printed. – Moved by
Christina Tulk and Seconded by Ellen Maher. CARRIED.
8. COUNCIL ELECTION
President Elliott announced that the elections held earlier in the spring resulted in three new
pharmacists being elected to Council. He welcomed Stephen Green from the Western Region,
Marjorie Cooney from the Hospital Region and Gregory Batt as New Practitioner. He welcomed
re-elected Board Members Trent White, Western Region and Ted Dawe, Hospital Region.
9. RESOLUTIONS
President Elliott called on Mr. Trent White, Resolutions Chair, to assist in presenting the
resolutions to the general membership.
a.

OMNIBUS RESOLUTION: Respecting the approval of past decisions of Council and
Officers of the Association.

PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #1 – Relating to By-Law Format and Layout
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended to reflect changes to the layout and numbering format more aligned to that
which is used by the Newfoundland and Labrador Pharmacy Board.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #1: Relating to By-Law Format and Layout be adopted as printed –
Moved by Stephen Janes and Seconded by Perry Humphries. CARRIED
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PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #2 – Relating to Wording
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended to reflect “the Board” and/or “Board of Directors”, rather than Council
throughout the document.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #2: Relating to Relating to Wording be adopted as printed – Moved by
Stephen Green and Seconded by Christina Tulk. CARRIED
Don Rowe suggested that where possible to refer to the Board as PANL Board so as not to be
confused with Newfoundland and Labrador Pharmacy Board which is often referred to as the
“Board”.
PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #3 – Relating to Voting Procedures
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and Labrador By-Laws
be amended to allow for a more conducive voting process, as required.
By-Laws Section 26h) introduces the ability to conduct elections via electronic means. Current
technology offers an option whereby we can implement a secure, cost effective electronic ballot /
voting system. There is significant expense associated with mail out / mail in ballots: approximately
$750.00 postage cost, along with printing, production and labor re stuffing envelopes, etc.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #3: Relating to Relating to Voting Procedures be adopted as printed –
Moved by Perry Humphries and Seconded by Roy Saunders. CARRIED
Don Rowe informed that NLPB are in the process of putting something similar in place. Linda
Hensman requested that it be ensured that the confidentiality of the voter be secured.
PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #4 – Relating to Filling a Vacant Director Seat
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended such that modifications to Section 30 will enable, when a vacancy is created, the
election of a new director through special meeting or electronic ballot. This will include situations
where a position may be vacated early in the term and it is determined that the affected Zone will be
best represented if filled in a timely fashion, rather than waiting for the next Zone meeting.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #4: Relating to Filling a Vacant Director Seat be adopted as printed –
Moved by Linda Hensman and Seconded by Tom Goulding. CARRIED
Perry Humphries posed the question as to whether there has ever been a reason to remove someone
from the Board. Trent White responded that he was not aware of this happening but it could be
possible if a Board member was not fulfilling his/her duties but in the past Board members have
relocated out of province, for example, and in this case the vacancy would be filled.
PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #5 – Relating to Executive Committee Powers
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended such that Section 46 be added to ensure that the overall membership is well
represented by the Executive Committee and Board of Directors.
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MOTION: That By-Law Change #5: Relating to Executive Committee Powers be adopted as printed –
Moved by Shawn Vallis and Seconded by Perry Humphries. CARRIED
PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #6 – Clarification of President’s Management Function
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended such that Section 54 be modified to align with other like-organizations and
their expectations of the President during his/her term. The President is, in fact, the Chair of the
Board and, as such, is the Board’s voice in communicating its requirements to the Executive Director.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #6: Relating to President’s Management Function be adopted as printed –
Moved by Linda Hensman and Seconded by Tom Goulding. CARRIED
PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #7 – President’s Zone Meeting Attendance
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended such that Section 49 d) reflects that it may not be reasonable to expect the
President to attend each Zone meeting.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #7: Relating to President’s Zone Meeting Attendance be adopted as
printed – Moved by Brad Elliott and Seconded by Philip O’Keefe. CARRIED
There was discussion from the floor with respect to whether the President would have to attend in
person or by another form (i.e. Virtual Attendance). It was raised, what if the President was ill or had
other obligations and, if so, what would the outcome be if he/she could not attend. It was suggest that
the President have the power to delegate a representative in his/her absence; another member
commented that what would be the point of stating that the President would have to be present for
50% of the meetings if they can delegate a representative.
Legal representation provided insight to members.
Jerry Young requested an amendment to this motion: That the President makes every attempt to
attend at least 50% of the Zone meetings.—Moved by Jerry Young and Seconded by Brian Healy.
Margot Priddle voted against the motion and Brittany Churchill abstained. CARRIED
PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #8 – Association Membership and its Rights and Privileges
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended such that Section 58, Association Membership and its Rights and Privileges be
combined to form one, rather than two sections.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #8: Relating Association Membership and its Rights and Privileges be adopted as
printed – Moved by Brenda Bursey and Seconded by Deborah Elliott. CARRIED
Jerry Young posed the question as to whether there was a reason for this change. Jim Organ
responded that it was basically for ease and flow as in other By-Laws.
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PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #9 – Association Membership and its Rights and Privileges
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended to allow for advanced scheduling of annual Zone meetings.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #9: Relating Association Membership and its Rights and Privileges be adopted as
printed – Moved by Roy Saunders and Seconded by Tom Healy. Tara Blackwood and Margot Priddle
voted against the motion. CARRIED.
Tara Blackwood commented that this only makes sense and why you need a By-Law change for
something that makes sense. Margot Priddle commented that seems like the Board is micro
managing.

PROPOSED BY-LAW CHANGE #10 – Association Membership and its Rights and
Privileges
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the By-Laws of the Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and
Labrador be amended to: allow changes in the Terms of Reference of the Finance Committee which
will more appropriately reflect duties and representation of Committee members.
MOTION: That By-Law Change #10: Relating Association Membership and its Rights and Privileges be adopted
as printed – Moved by Deborah Kelly and Seconded by Rod Elliott. CARRIED
Christina Tulk requested an amendment to the Motion to reflect that the Finance Committee be
chaired by a Board Member and comprised of two other regular members.—Moved by Christina Tulk
and Seconded by Perry Humphries. Linda Hensman abstained. CARRIED
b. General Resolution – Thanking Conference Organizers

WHEREAS the Association recognizes the tremendous amount of time and effort put forth by the 2011
Conference Committee; and,

WHEREAS the Association recognizes the service and support provided by the management and staff of the
Sheraton Hotel St. John’s;

BE IT RESOLVED that the general membership extend their sincere thanks and appreciation to those
involved in making the 2011 Annual Conference a success.

- Moved by Roy Saunders and Seconded by Brenda Bursey. CARRIED.
c. General Resolution – Thanking Outgoing Council Members

WHEREAS the Association recognizes the support and commitment of outgoing Council members who have
volunteered their time as officers/directors of the Association, in particular:
Rick Abbott, Catherine Goulding, and Stephanie Pittman

BE IT RESOLVED that the membership of this Association extend their sincere thanks and
appreciation to each of these members for their time and support.
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d. Omnibus Resolution: Respecting the approval of past decisions of Council and Officers of
the Association.

WHEREAS the Board of Directors, Council and Officers of the Association pursuant to the Pharmacy Act
(2004), the Corporations Act (Newfoundland & Labrador) and the By-Laws of the Association, have
conducted the business affairs of the Association;

BE IT RESOLVED that all acts, contracts, resolutions, proceedings, elections, appointments and

transactions, made and taken by the Board of Directors, Council and Officers since the last Annual General
Meeting on September 18, 2010 as set forth and referred to in the minutes of the Council or the statements
submitted to this meeting be the same and are hereby approved, ratified and confirmed.
- Moved by Brian Healy and Seconded by Tom Healy. CARRIED.
e. Other Resolutions: Rick Elliott called for resolutions from the floor.
No other resolutions presented.
10.

OTHER BUSINESS
President Elliott called for any other business. No other Business presented.

11. ADJOURNMENT
President Elliott adjourned the meeting at 3:30 pm.
MOTION: That the 8th Annual General Meeting of the Association be adjourned. - Moved by
Rick Elliott and Seconded by Deborah Elliott.
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AU D I T O R ’ S R E P O R T
APRIL 1, 2011 – MARCH 31, 2012

● M OR RI SS E Y & C OM PAN Y ●

.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
● S AN DR A C A RE Y ●

It has been my honour to serve as President of the Pharmacists’ Association of
Newfoundland and Labrador for 2011-12, a year of important change for the
pharmacist community in our province. As I embarked on this journey, I
understood the road ahead would not be easy as we tackled an ambitious agenda
of government negotiation, generic reform and enhanced scope of practice.
Reflecting on the past year, words like “challenging,” “rewarding,” and
“enriching” emerge in the forefront of my thoughts. I was surrounded by real
leaders in my Board of Directors and Executive Committee who allowed our
Association to achieve real successes this year.
"Real leaders are ordinary people with extraordinary determination."

~ Unknown Author

The Association draws great strength from the energy and talents of its members who donate their time so
generously despite busy careers and family commitments. Volunteers fuel the increasingly important roles of
our Board, Executive and Committees whose work pushes ever forward the interests of our profession. As
pharmacists, we owe these colleagues a debt of gratitude for their hard work and self-sacrifice. On behalf of the
Board of Directors and the membership at large, I offer our sincere thanks to those who roll up their sleeves to
guide the work of our Committees and those who help make our Annual Conference such a success year after
year. I would be remiss if I did not express a special thanks to my Executive Committee who met at all hours of
the day and night during weekdays, weekends and holidays. Rick, Greg and Joan: I am in your debt for making
this another successful year for PANL. Thank you for your support, counsel, enthusiasm and friendship.
Just a few short months ago, our former Executive Director Mary Ann Butt accepted a new challenge with the
Heart and Stroke Foundation. As a team, we wish her the best of luck in her new endeavours. Shortly
thereafter, Russ Carrigan was engaged as PANL’s Interim Executive Director. With a strong background in
government relations and corporate governance, Russ has been indoctrinated quickly into the sometimes crazy
world of pharmacy and has already proved himself a tremendous asset in ensuring our success. Thank you, Russ,
for accommodating busy schedules, demanding deadlines, and conference calls in time zones all over the world!
Our year began with discussions with government about the role of the pharmacist as an essential part of the
health care team and ways in which we can be part of the solution in addressing patient care issues in this
province. Those discussions led into contract negotiations. I am extremely proud of the pharmacists of this
province for all their achievements in patient-centered care, and it was through these examples that we were able
to forge a great contract. Negotiations between pharmacists and the provincial government were not always
easy, but the determination and hard work of some outstanding volunteers from among our membership have
positioned our profession to move forward into the future with a strong and stable financial framework. Our
Government Relations Committee met many times from busy dispensaries, holiday destinations and family
events to negotiate a contract that has been recognized as being among the very best in the country. Along with
the Board of Directors, I would like to acknowledge the exceptional contribution of the Government Relations
Committee. Its members brought a consistently steady and reasoned approach to the discussions which, over
time, have helped our Association to achieve a more positive working relationship with government. We look
forward to building on this foundation and continuing to work collaboratively and constructively with the
officials of the Department of Health and Community Services.
As contract negotiations were drawing to a close, our work on other fronts was just beginning. The Rural
Subsidy Agreement discussions and the Medication Review process were next on the list. I can say with pride
that both of these may be numbered among our achievements for this year.
Meanwhile, internally, things were quite busy as well. PANL has continued to modernize and professionalize
our Committee structures and reporting systems with the adoption of best practices in how we conduct our
business. I have always believed that the Association belongs to the membership, and determined adherence to
sound principles of corporate governance provides transparency, accountability and legitimacy to our activities.
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We acknowledged that in some areas we did well while in others we could still make improvements. As a result
of our experiences, I believe we are collectively better positioned than ever to understand what we need to do to
make our Association even more effective in the future.
Building a stronger Association means strengthening our relationships with our stakeholders. I have had the
honour of representing our province’s pharmacists on the provincial and national stages through meetings,
events and correspondence with organizations such as the Canadian Pharmacists Associations (CPhA); the
Canadian Society for Hospital Pharmacists (CSHP); the Canadian Pharmacy Associations Group (CPAG); the
Canadian Foundation For Pharmacy (CFP); the Newfoundland and Labrador Pharmacy Board; the
Newfoundland and Labrador Medical Board; the Newfoundland and Labrador Nurses Union and Association;
Memorial University’s School of Pharmacy; and various provincial associations.
The evolving role of the pharmacist is an ongoing theme in our professional lives and in the future of health care
delivery in Newfoundland and Labrador. Developments in pharmacy in other jurisdictions, both within Canada
and beyond our shores, help illuminate the path to our future. To understand the changes happening elsewhere
and their potential implications for our members, we regularly monitor other legislative and regulatory
environments as they relate to the work of the pharmacist. We communicate with associations like ours in other
provinces, and work in close cooperation with the CPhA to recognize policy directions for pharmacists
nationally and globally. As governments everywhere seek to maximize the positive impacts of their health care
expenditures on the health and well-being of the public, the opportunity presents itself for pharmacists to
expand the scope of our practice in areas such as minor ailment consultations and medication reviews. As an
Association, we will continue to advocate for positive change for our members and greater development of our
role as the most accessible health care providers in our communities.
The time of change is at hand and I am sure the pharmacists of our province are up for the challenge!
My heartfelt thanks go out to the many people who helped me throughout my tenure as President of PANL. I
will always value your contributions and your enthusiasm for the goals we set out to accomplish together. The
experience has been rewarding for me both personally and professionally. I may not know exactly where our
paths will lead us in the future, but I am confident, ultimately, in our success.
“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.” ~ Albert Einstein
Thank you, with kindest regards,

Sandra Carey
President, PANL
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
● MA RY AN N BU TT ●

This continues to be a busy year for PANL and the pace of activity will continue to increase, as the Health Care
System is challenged to provide efficiencies and improvements. This means that pharmacists, along with other
health care professionals, will encounter considerable change over the coming years.
While the scope of pharmacy practice includes traditional roles, such as compounding and dispensing
medications, reviewing medications for safety and efficacy, and providing drug information, it also includes
expanding and emerging services. Examples of the expanding and emerging services include increasing clinical
consultation services in a variety of settings, prescribing for select health conditions, and chronic disease
management. As pharmacists, you are the experts on drug therapy and are the primary health professionals who
optimize medication use to help provide patients with the best possible outcomes. As we move forward, we will
need to develop ways and means of enhancing your role(s) in supporting the provincial and national health care
system. Particular attention will also need to be paid to rural and underserviced areas.
The clinical as well as expanding administrative and regulatory requirements for pharmacy and pharmacists will
certainly require additional and more focused actions and requirements from your association. Highlighted
below are many of the issues completed or about to be undertaken by PANL staff and member pharmacists who
volunteer their valuable time to solving these issues on your behalf.
 PANL / Government Contract Negotiations - PANL’s Government Relations Working Group is
currently completing their discussions with government to finalize the tentative pharmacy agreement
signed on April 16th of this year. This contract (which we hope you have all reviewed) incorporates elements
of various value-added services, enhanced opportunities for pharmacists and a payment model based on
today’s generic market reality. As was noted in the President’s report of September 2011 by Rick Elliott
“Our goal is to deliver a contract for pharmacy which is second to none across the country”. We at PANL
supported by all the feedback we have received from Independents, Chains and Banner stores would
suggest that our goals in the Pharmacy Contract area have been realized. Pharmacy in Newfoundland
should be able to take pride and some degree of relief in the new contract which does support the ongoing
viability and success for Newfoundland and Labrador Pharmacies.
We continue to encourage any members with questions on the new contract to contact either the PANL
office or one of the Government Relations Committee members for any points of clarification.
 Pharmacy Audits – PANL’s Government Relations Working Group continues to discuss this issue with
government and had, in fact, incorporated this issue as an action item within the recent contract
negotiations.
We have focused on ensuring that the Department of Health and Community Services has a level of
understanding for our concerns in this matter and we continue to make the following recommendations
concerning government audit process.
1.

For minor lapses in documentation and where there is no evidence to indicate that the patient did not
require or did not receive the medication or service, there should be no recovery of the cost of
medication. In addition, on First Time Audits only, considering the absence of an educational
component to the Audit Process, Professional Fees and/or Markups should not be recovered. To do
otherwise would constitute penalties we feel are excessive, based on the patient still requiring the
medication and / or professional service regardless of minor omissions in paperwork. In cases where
documentation lapses occur at levels deemed unacceptable, these should be referred to the
Newfoundland and Labrador Pharmacy Board for review.

2.

Some element of discretion should be granted to Pharmacists to account for the fact that every
potential situation cannot be fully covered off in any set of guidelines or rules. Pharmacists will always
have situations where judgment calls will be required to support patient wellbeing and the efficiency of
the health care system. Depending upon the number of variances, we would also recommend that a
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Peer Review System be enacted and overseen by the Pharmaceutical Audit Review Committee or
through an Alternate Dispute Resolutions forum.
3.

Extrapolation would only be used in extraordinary situations where circumstances dictate it is
appropriate, such as repeat offenders and serious breaches in protocol. Extrapolation formulae should
never be applied to minor lapses in documentation. We realize there may be situations, such as large
percentages of Split Prescriptions, where this method may be valid but would not support extrapolation
as a carte blanche policy.

 Professional Practice Expansion – The Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland and Labrador
(PANL) and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador share the same commitment to the health
and wellbeing of the residents of the province. PANL continues to advocate that pharmacists have a major
role to play in optimizing the healthcare system; both within the current scope of practice, and even more
with expansions to that scope.
In a 2012 survey to the membership of PANL, pharmacists’ support for advanced professional services was
evident, with the majority of respondents stating they would be likely to participate. As the profession of
pharmacy incurs dramatic changes over the next several years, it is increasingly imperative that the
Association have the right resources in place to ensure these changes are coordinated and new services are
established to maximize future benefits to Pharmacists.
 Pharmaceutical Waste Management Project with MMSB – We continue efforts to develop the
framework for a PANL sponsored / industry financed Pharmaceutical Waste Management Program for the
province. While initial efforts of 2011 were unsuccessful in the development of a volunteer industry funded
program, we continue discussions with MMSB on a quasi-regulated, pharmaceutical manufacturer funded
program. We will hope to have more information for membership on this initiative in our PANL
Conference information package this September.
 Hazardous Drug Safety Program – As a result of the ongoing inspections of Newfoundland Pharmacies
by representatives of the Department of Health and Community Services, Occupational Health and Safety
Division (OH&S), PANL holds regular meetings with OH&S representatives with a focus on how we can
minimize the impact of these inspections, while at the same time ensure that all safety requirements within
pharmacies are met.
PANL has completed a Pharmacy Hazardous Drug Safety document, which is available on the PANL
website in the members’ section under Communications / Reports. We have also lobbied OH&S on your
behalf to provide a clearer, more simplified document for pharmacy compliance to safety regulations, which
can also be found on the PANL website. At the time of this report, we continue to partner with various
other stakeholders, specifically Eastern Health, on a broad-based hazardous-drug-handling policy
document.
 Provincial Health Information Act (PHIA) Preparedness – The Provincial Government enacted PHIA
into legislation during April of 2011. To help Pharmacists understand and comply with this new legislation,
PANL published a PHIA Readiness Document, which can be found in the members’ section of the PANL
website.
 Government Contact Initiative – PANL has meet on quite a number of occasions with Government
Representatives, such as the Minister of Health and Community Services, the Deputy Minister of Health
and Community Services, the Associate Deputy Minister of Health and Community Services, Executive
members of Service NL, various Directors within Health and Community Services, the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister of Health and Community Services, among others. These meetings are used to
establish and strengthen relationships and discuss ways through which we can partner to jointly address and
achieve our objectives.
 Pharmacy Network Rollout – Multiple meetings have been held between various PANL Committees and
representatives of the Centre for Health Information to discuss ways in which we may collaborate and
manage the change required to support adoption by end user pharmacists. This will be an ongoing initiative
throughout 2012 and beyond.
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PANL recognizes the potential value of the Pharmacy Network and the benefits of connecting pharmacies,
health care organizations and physicians’ offices; however, we also recognize there are still issues associated
with the overall network concept which are of concern to pharmacy owners. We realize, as with any new
project implementation, there will be delays, setbacks and unforeseen issues which will require additional
attention.
After taking into consideration expected issues such as training, procedure and workflow irregularities,
which we anticipate will improve as the system matures, there is still a constant: the implementation of the
network has resulted in additional time for pharmacies to process prescriptions. While generally positive, we
feel it is important that all parties associated with the Network are aware and realize that this initiative does
mean additional costs, time and responsibility for Pharmacy staff. This includes additional time required by
pharmacists to ensure that, as the network database is populated, they fully understand and react to
potential interactions and irregularities contained in the patient data file. Our current view is that, no matter
how positive the overall network may be, there will be additional costs to pharmacies to enable this new
technology to be fully implemented to meet the stated objectives. Based on this information and member
feedback, compensation related to the Pharmacy Network is being pursued in our ongoing Pharmacy
Network Discussions.
 Continuing Education Initiatives – PANL continues to partner with the School of Pharmacy in
evaluating and reviewing the means through which we can expand our educational programs to the
province’s pharmacists. In the interim, PANL continues its commitment to continuing education as we
canvass drug supply and manufacturing companies with requests for support and funding for pharmacists’
benefit. These efforts continue to be successful, as we continue to achieve support for CEs at our annual
meetings and will have a good selection of CE’s available for you at our conference this September.
 Communication with Members - Through our quarterly Advocacy News publications, our website,
emails and media engagements, PANL has provided a Pharmacy centric information platform to keep you
informed of issues related to our industry, both within the province and across the country.
 Annual PANL Conference – The 2012 conference is being held at the Sheraton Hotel in St. John’s on
September 14-16. We received very positive feedback from conference delegates last year and are looking
forward to similar feedback from this year’s Conference. Organizing an event such as this takes a
tremendous amount of time and effort from conference volunteers and staff and we encourage you to
attend. The annual Conference provides pharmacists with a valuable opportunity to learn of current trends
and update their knowledge and skills in the profession by attending numerous continuing education
programs. It also provides an opportunity to network and meet other pharmacists as well as companies
whose cutting-edge products and services are specifically designed to help pharmacy businesses excel and
grow.
 Public Relations - PANL continues to dedicate funds toward strategically advertising and promoting the
profession. We have highlighted pharmacy awareness through various ads and stories in the Telegram, and
province-wide radio ads for Pharmacist Awareness Week. We also have year-round radio ads which run on
the Avalon, samples of which can be accessed at any time via our Website home page under the NEWS
category.
Our Pharmacist Awareness Week campaign ran very well and we were able to effectively utilize radio and
print ads to raise awareness of the fantastic service Pharmacists provide to the people of Newfoundland and
Labrador each and every day.
 PANL Website – In 2010, we introduced a new PANL website with an updated look and increased
functionality. We are happy to report that this year will see additional functionality and ease of use charges
incorporated to the website. Please contact the office at any time to get your access information and please
visit us often at www.panl.net.
 Resource Sharing and Benefits of Collaboration with other Provincial and National Associations –
There are many positive pharmacy topics and synergies which PANL is able to bring to membership
through its affiliation and support of groups such as CSHP Newfoundland and Labrador Branch and the
Canadian Pharmacists Association (CPhA).
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To name but a few benefits, CSHP has been committed to offering continuing education opportunities for
our members and continues to partner with the pharmacy student body. CSHP recognizes the importance
of supporting student initiatives and, as in previous years, has held several student events throughout the
year. (CPhA) is helping to pave the road and support pharmacists to seize the many opportunities that come
their way. Its advocacy work focuses on recognition of pharmacists’ skills and knowledge, and to influence
decision makers on a wide range of issues that impact the profession throughout our country and province.
Some of these issues include topics such as Diabetes Strategy for Pharmacists, Renewal of the 2004 Health
Accords, Provincial Drug Reforms, ADAPT Patient Care Skills CE Program.
 Credit Card Payment Capability – You now have the option of making payments to PANL using your
Visa, MasterCard or American Express. This is a feature that the majority of our members have been
asking for and we are answering your needs by providing this capability.
 Keeping the association in tune with changing needs and technology advancements.
By-Law Reviews –PANL and the Board have undergone an extensive By-Law review process this past
year to update our Association By-Laws. Some changes include an updated By-Law layout which is more
user friendly, as well as an introduction of various changes which will hopefully clarify several sections and
allow us the option of using more cost effective electronic voting technologies.
Strategic Plan Adjustments– the PANL Board has redefined the strategic plan for the next three years. A
more proactive plan has also been implemented to allow for accomplishment of the goals as set by the
Board of Directors.
 General Support – On a daily basis, we interact with pharmacies/pharmacists to resolve many
questions/issues you may be encountering with the drug formulary, third party payors, safety concerns,
waste disposal, workers compensation, the pharmacy network, PHIA proclamation, theft and robbery
concerns, NLPB correspondence, CE updates and requests...along with numerous other items.
 Relationship Building – Throughout the year, the Executive Director and other PANL staff strive to
improve relationships with pharmacy stakeholders. This includes representing Newfoundland pharmacists
in dealings and discussions with national counterparts, provincial affiliated associations, the Newfoundland
and Labrador Pharmacy Board, the MUN school of Pharmacy (ongoing support of first year students by
supplying White Coats during the White Coat Ceremony), and multiple other stakeholders. PANL also
continues its annual financial support of the CSHP-NL Branch.
 Third Party Payors - This year, as in previous years, third party payor issues continue to be of concern to
our members as well as inquiries from payors themselves. Consequently, such inquiries continue to place
demands on our resources. These inquiries include, but are not limited to, pricing issues, benefits,
formulary questions, etc.
These next upcoming months will be especially busy with regard to upcoming changes to various Third
Party Payor agreements in light of the new contract.
 Operational transparency and accountability - PANL continues to develop operational transparency
and accountability to members. This is accomplished primarily through the Annual Conference and
General Meeting, regional/zone meetings, and website/quarterly newsletters. Again, we encourage all
members to contact our office at any time to ask questions and/or make suggestions on matters of concern
to them.
 PANL Preferential Insurance Rates for Members and Students – We continue to offer members, and
now students, very competitive insurance options which are currently utilized by virtually all members. This
is a key membership benefit – access to low rates and extensive professional coverage.
 New Pharmacist Mentorship Program - The first few months working as a pharmacist can be very
stressful. With new graduates being solely responsible for what they dispense, they often experience
increased stress in dealing with issues that are not a part of their educational experience as students. By
having an experienced pharmacist they can contact, they will not feel completely alone. This program is
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intended to help new pharmacists develop more confidence in their skills and abilities, thus creating a better
working environment for them.
 Legal, Regulatory, and Industry - Single Point Negotiation – For many issues and pharmacy
requirements, such as the Government Audit discussions, Pharmacy Network discussions, CE
development, the annual conference (the list is extensive), it provides considerable synergies and efficiencies
to have Association representation and responsibility, rather than individual pharmacies attempting to do
the same thing many times over.
 Timely News and Industry Information – Through our Website, Newsletters, emails and facsimile
communication, PANL continues to keep its membership informed and up to date on numerous issues and
topics of interest for Pharmacists and Pharmacies.
 Multiple Industry Networking Opportunities – Through the Annual conference, multiple volunteer
committees and other special events, PANL provides membership with the opportunity to become involved
with Industry partners and other stakeholders.
Professional Staff Supporting your Interests at Multiple Levels – Along with the daily general support
mentioned earlier in this report, the staff at PANL are engaged in meeting your needs and in leading activities
which have been described in this report. The staff is there for you and we encourage you to contact them for
any issue related to the profession for which you may require support.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Ann Butt
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G OV E R N M E N T R E L AT I O N S
COMMITTEE REPORT
● RO B I N VATC H ER , C H AI R ●

During this past year, your Government Relations Committee (GRC) has been extremely busy, especially from
January until June of this year, as we were in active negotiations with the Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador to put in place a new contract for the Newfoundland and Labrador Prescription Drug Program
(NLPDP). The GRC formed an ad hoc working group, which was comprised of Independent Pharmacy Owners
and Corporate Stakeholder Representatives to give direction to the negotiation team throughout the process. We
now have a new contract in place, which should provide the basis for a sustainable business model for provincial
pharmacies and provide the groundwork for pharmacy practice expansion.
The contract has provisions for the formation of a Committee comprised of members from PANL’s
Professional Practice Committee and from the Department of Health and Community Services (DHCS). The
mandate of the committee is to explore areas where Pharmacists may be able to provide enhanced pharmacy
services and the Committee can make recommendations to the minister regarding regulatory and/or legislative
changes that may be required to provide those services. This is a great opportunity for Pharmacists in the
province to demonstrate that we can offer much more than just the basic distribution of drugs.
It will be extremely important in the coming years to continue active communications with our Provincial
Government. The policy changes we have experienced with regard to generic drug pricing are far from over. We
are continuing to monitor other jurisdictions, some of whom are considering or have made further changes to
their policies. The need to promote our profession and expand into enhanced services will be vital as those
revenue sources are eliminated. We should remember that, while we may offer an extensive menu of services, it
is up to the patients and payers to determine which services they are willing to pay for. Therefore it is imperative
that we demonstrate that there is a value to these services and that we communicate these facts to the Provincial
Government and other Third Party Payers.
While not part of the contract itself, the Minister has agreed to a formation of a committee comprising of
PANL, DHCS and the Newfoundland and Labrador Centre for Health Information (NLCHI) to consider the
operational challenges associated with connection to the Pharmacy Network. This committee should start
discussions early in the fall and hopefully will find solutions to these challenges.
In closing, I would like to take this time to thank the staff at PANL and all members of the committee for the
time and effort they have put in on all our behalf over the past year.
Respectfully submitted,

Robin Vatcher
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E D U C AT I O N C O M M I T T E E R E P O R T
● V I C K I PA RS O N S , C H A I R ●

The CSHP/PANL Joint Committee on Continuing Education has been meeting over the past year to develop
and promote a number of educational programs. The committee has been co-chaired by Vicki Parsons
representing PANL.
Events endorsed by the committee include:
1. Annual Conference – St. John’s (September 16-18, 2011)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True Colours: Understanding How the Public Views their Pharmacist – Presenter: Debbie Kelly
Pharmaceutical Care: What’s Happening in Community Pharmacy in NL – Presenters: Lisa Bishop and
Amy Conway
Impacts of the Electronic Health Record on Pharmacy Scope of Practice. A Panel Discussion –
Presenters: Margot Priddle and Ian Hodder
Preceptor II – Presenters: Wanda Spurrell and Amy Conway
Treating Pulmonary Embolism and Deep Vein Thrombosis, A Primer for Community Pharmacists –
Presenters: Scott Edwards and Stephanie Young
Catalyst – Call to Action on Tobacco Addiction: A Model for the Busy Pharmacist – Presenter: Robyn
Noel
Medication Safety 101 – Presenter: Certina Ho
2011 TEVA CFP Report – Private Payers’ Perceptions of Pharmacy – Presenter: Chris Boland
Management of Major Depressive Disorder – Presenter: Ron Pohar

2. Chronic Pain Management – Focus on Low Back Pain – Presenter: Dr. Jeffrey S. Cole (May 4, 2011)
3. Learning the Different Faces of Pain: Focus on GI and Renal Safety of NSAIDs – Presenters: Dr. Yuri
Canete and Dr. Annabeth Loveys-Humber (May 11 and May 17, 2011)
4. Updates and Key Workshops in Oncology – Presenters: Rick Abbott and Scott Edwards (July 18 and July 19,
2011)
On behalf of the committee, we would like to thank those pharmacists who took the time to share their
knowledge with us. Thanks you to the industry partners who helped make some of these continuing educations
events possible.
Respectfully submitted,

Vicki Parsons
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PUBLI C/ PRO FES S I ONAL
RELATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
● T R E NT WH I T E , C H AI R ●

This has been an eventful year for your Association and the Public and Professional Relations Committee has
been active on behalf of the membership as well. Mary Ann and the office staff did an amazing job putting
together our print and radio messages, all of which were passed on to our committee for feedback and fine
tuning. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the office staff for their hard work and dedication and
wish both Mary Ann and Jim the best of luck in the future.
The Pharmacist Awareness Week initiatives were well-received by the public and our on-going radio spots and
media hits ensure that the public is aware of the vital role Pharmacists play in the lives of the people of this
province.
I’d like to thank the members of the committee for their on-going support and encourage any interested
members to come forth to serve on this very important PANL committee.

Committee Composition 2011/2012:
Trent White – Chair
Keith Bailey
Jeremy Reid
Sarah Strong
Erika Clarke
* Dr. Deborah Kelly has stepped down from this Committee. I wish to thank Debbie for the valuable
contributions she made to the work of this Committee.
Respectfully submitted,

Trent White
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P R O F E S S I O N A L P R AC T I C E
COMMITTEE REPORT
● G R E G ORY BAT T, C H A I R ●

The initial year of the Professional Practice Committee has been a busy one. With the evolving role of the
pharmacist in the healthcare system, and the higher expectations we face from our patients, the development of
professional practice is essential to both our continued growth and relevance.
Our committee members are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gregory Batt, Chair
Sheldon Baines
Brittany Churchill
Jillian Croke
Jason Druken
Juan Edwards

One of the Committee’s first orders of business was to conduct a survey of membership on non-dispensing
services. The survey results showed us, and government, that pharmacists have an appetite to provide these
types of services, and that we are ready and able to take on a larger role in our patients’ health. The high
response rate and positive attitude pharmacists have toward expanded scope of practice has been very
encouraging to Committee members. We would like to thank all pharmacists who responded. Your input has
helped us immensely.
During PANL’s negotiations with Department of Health and Community Services, the Professional Practice
Committee assisted the Government Relations Committee in the new remuneration models for services such as
Medication Management and Medication Reviews. We are quite grateful to the Government Relations
Committee as well as President Sandra Carey for inviting us to play a role in the negotiations on issues we feel
will help to advance our profession in a positive way.
Most recently, the Committee, along with Robin Vatcher from the Government Relations Committee, met with
the Department of Health and Community Services to help finalize the process for Medication Reviews in the
province. We were encouraged by the meeting, and are looking forward to all pharmacists soon being able to
share their expertise with their patients in a new way.
With the benefit of our survey data and some ongoing research on interesting developments in other
jurisdictions, both within Canada and abroad, we are looking forward to the preparation of a position paper to
establish a forward-looking strategic direction for the role of the pharmacist in Newfoundland and Labrador.
We also look forward to working with the Newfoundland and Labrador Pharmacy Board on the same goal.
We would like to thank many people who have helped our Committee accomplish our goals this year. Thanks
to Sandra Carey for her support of our Committee and her invaluable expertise. We would also like to express
our gratitude to the Drug Information Centre for helping us in our research. Thanks are extended as well to Dr.
Debbie Kelly and Melanie Healey from NLPB for their help with our survey and research.
The entire staff of the PANL office has been a great help as well; we would like to thank them for the tireless
efforts. Without their work we could not make the strides forward that we continue to make.
We look forward to the coming year, and see a bright future ahead for our profession!
Respectfully submitted,

Greg Batt
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CSHP-NL BRANCH REPORT
● JA S ON K I E L LY, P R E S I D E NT ●

It is my pleasure to provide a brief overview of the activities that CSHP NL Branch has been involved with since
PANL’s last Annual General Meeting (AGM) in September, 2011.
Committee Composition:
Current Executive Committee members:
•

President: Jason Kielly

•

Delegate: Tiffany Lee

•

Treasurer: Justin Peddle

•

Secretary: Sarah Fennell

•

National Advocacy Liaison: Debbie Kelly

•

Senior Advisor: Lisa Bishop

•

Student Representative: Michael Bernard

*Ashley Layden has stepped down from the executive as past-president of the Branch.
The Branch conducted nominations for a number of positions this past spring. Tiffany Lee has been elected to
the position of President-elect, Justin Peddle has been elected to the Delegate position, Sarah Fennell will
continue as the Branch Secretary and Erin Davis is the new National Advocacy Liaison. Justin’s movement into
the Delegate position has left the Treasurer position vacant. The Branch is currently seeking nominations for
this position.
I would like to thank Ashley Layden and Debbie Kelly for doing a fantastic job serving in their executive
positions over the past years. CSHP relies on volunteers who are strong advocates for the profession and are
dedicated to moving hospital practice forward in NL. I think these 2 ladies embody this description and their
contribution to the branch has been invaluable.
I encourage all members to consider getting involved and putting your name forward for nomination.
Participating in CSHP is a great way to improve your profession and your Branch. I would especially like to
encourage members who practice full-time in a hospital setting to considering running for the Treasurer
position, as it would be wonderful to have greater representation from the hospital community on executive.
Michael Bernard, a student from the class of 2014, is our new student representative. I would like to thank
Alyssa Hewitt for her service to Branch as the student representative over the past years.
Subcommittee Composition:
Membership – Lisa Bishop
Awards – Barb Thomas
Newsletter- Elizabeth Woodford
Website: Dave Smith
Branch Champion: Sarah Fennell
Thank you to all the committee chairs and the various committees for your continued service and commitment
to the Branch.
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National and Regional Activities and Collaborations:
CSHP NL Branch executive is striving to offer more educational opportunities to our members. In line with
this, we hosted a professional development day in St. John’s in November 2011. The event included breakfast, 4
presentations, lunch and a social event at the Delta. Twenty-two members attended the event, along with
seventeen non-members who paid a registration fee. Two of the presentations were made by local branch
members. Both Kristi Parmiter and Andrea Woodland gave fantastic presentations. A wonderful presentation
was also made by Debbie Schamper, a dietician with Eastern Health. Dr. Neil MacKinnon, CSHP National PastPresident, was the final presenter for this event. Neil provided those in attendance with a very informative and
thought provoking presentation. Prior to the education day, Neil also hosted a lunch-and-learn at the HSC for
hospital pharmacists in the St. John’s area. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Kristi, Andrea, Debbie
and Neil for volunteering their time and providing an excellent education experience.
Overall CE day was a huge success and was highly praised by all of those in attendance. A huge debt of gratitude
goes out to the organizing committee (Ashley Layden, Justin Peddle, Suzy Stever, Sarah Strong and Meghan
Wall) for their efforts in planning the event and making the event such a success. Given the positive experience,
we hope to make this conference an annual event, with the potential to add a second event in the spring,
provided that funding is available.
In conjunction with National, in June 2012 CSHP-NL Branch awarded a $200 CSHP gift voucher as part of the
CSHP 2015 Success Story Competition. Members were encouraged to tell us how they are meeting one or more
of the CSHP 2015 goals and objectives. Members were asked to submit a written account of their success story,
which could be as little as one paragraph to a maximum of 1000 words. The $200 may go towards CSHP
membership, conferences, publications, etc. We are excited to announce that John Bautista was the deserving
winner of this award.
The title of the advocacy campaign for 2011 was “Promoting and Supporting Interprofessional Practice
Models”. The goal of the campaign is to promote and support the benefits of pharmacists collaborating with
other health care providers in order to work toward the optimal integration of pharmacists within
interprofessional teams. Deviating from previous campaigns, which typically run for 1 year, National has decided
to extend the campaign into 2012 in order to give Branches more time to work on achieving the campaign
objectives. Promotional materials describing the campaign and asking for support have been forwarded to
hospital administrators, provincial governments and a number of other key stakeholders.
CSHP NL Branch will be hosting the National 2014 Summer Educational Session (SES). The co-chairs for this
event are Justin Peddle and Tiffany Lee. The organizing committee consists of Amy Conway, Elizabeth
Woodford, Meghan Wall, Sarah Fennell, Sarah Strong and myself. The committee has already had a number of
meetings and planning is under way. The planning committee certainly welcomes volunteers; please contact
myself or the co-chairs if you wish to get involved. Justin and Tiffany attended SES 2011 in Vancouver as
representatives of the Branch. Their attendance at this event is extremely valuable both to the Branch and to the
planning committee for SES 2014.
Recently National has made revisions to the Branch Governance Model and the CSHP bylaws. The executive
worked with National to address issues that were identified as being pertinent to our Branch. The changes that
have been made will not have a significant impact on members. The most notable changes including aligning our
fiscal year with National and switching the dates of our AGM and SAM. These changes will be carried out
strategically over the next couple of years.
Further to these changes, our Branch will need to have a strategic plan and budget in place. Executive is working
towards completing these tasks. We are working towards forming a strategic planning committee. So far the
following Branch members have graciously agreed to sit on the committee: Barb Thomas, Gerry Peckham,
Andrea Woodland, Hilda Randell, Lisa Bishop, Tiffany Lee and myself. The goal is for the committee to begin
meeting sometime this early this fall.
Finally, as a way to better connect with our members, executive is considering establishing both Facebook and
Twitter accounts for the Branch. Justin Peddle has graciously agreed to take on this initiative. We hope to have
the accounts up and running in the coming months.
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Student Initiatives:
CSHP continues to partner with the student body and recognizes the importance of supporting student
initiatives. As in previous years, we held several student events including the Student Welcoming Session and the
CAPSI/CSHP Student Symposium in the fall as well as our Residency Information session in the winter. All
sessions were a great success and well attended by our student members.
Regrettably, due to changes with Eastern Health’s privacy policies we were unable to offer the Job Shadowing
program this past year. We are working toward resolving these issues and hope to come to some solution, but as
it currently stands the program is on hold. In response to this issue we decided to enhance the CSHP-CAPSI
Student Symposium. For this event a number of hospital pharmacists (dialysis, psychiatry, critical care, surgery,
drug information, etc.) were in attendance and participated in small group discussions about their practices with
the students.
CSHP Members who made the event a success include Jaclyn Aucoin, Natalie Batten, Lisa Bishop, Brittany
Churchill, Alyssa Hewitt, Tiffany Lee, Kristi Parmiter, Angie Payne, Justin Peddle, Leslie Phillips, Heather Ryan,
Barbara Thomas, Meghan Wall, and Elizabeth Woodford. Thank you for donating your time and helping out
with this initiative.
We were excited to introduce a new student competition in the fall semester, which was held in conjunction with
National’s Second Official CSHP 2015 Pharmacy Student Video Competition. Students were required to create a
video with the idea of increasing awareness of, and interest in, the CSHP 2015 initiative. The winning entry at
the Branch level would be awarded a voucher for a night on the Party Bus, which was generously sponsored by
LifeScan. The winning entry would then be forwarded on to the national competition where the prizes were
$500 for 1st place and $250 for 2nd place. Third year MUN School of Pharmacy students Kristin Armstrong,
Maggie Cole, Sara Inder, Nikki O'Rielly, Dragana Petrovic, Aaron Siller, Raman Sohi, and Sarah Way were
successful in winning the Branch completion and placed second nationally. I would again like to congratulate the
students on their efforts. The student’s video was very creative and well done and can be viewed by following
this link http://www.cshp.ca/programs/cshp2015/2015video_e.asp
Operational Funding:
Securing financial support is an ongoing challenge. Last year membership fees were increased by 10% and again
this year there will be an increase in fees due to financial strains at the national level. This trend of increasing fees
has caused concern for our Branch and we have voiced these concerns to National. We will continue to work
hard to secure operational funding.
Executive is currently working on a plan to attract more industry sponsorship, which seems to be increasingly
directed towards educational events. In response to this we are hoping to host another continuing education
event this fall and add a second continuing education event to be held next spring.
I would like to thank Apotex, AstraZeneca, Hospira, Memorial University School of Pharmacy, Mylan, the
Pharmacist Association of Newfoundland and Labrador, Pharmaceutical Partners of Canada and Sandoz for
their continued support.
Thank you to all our committee chairs and our volunteers for your time and commitment. The executive
committee is always open to questions and comments, please feel free to voice your opinions and concerns.
Respectfully submitted,

Jason Kielly

Jason Kielly
President, CSHP NL- Branch
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CPHA REPORT
● B RE NDA BU R SE Y, P ROV I NC I AL R E P RE SE NTAT I V E ●

As your representative on the board of directors of CPhA I am pleased to bring you the following report.
Across Canada, pharmacy is undergoing unprecedented change, creating new challenges and opportunities for
pharmacists. Below are some highlights of CPhA’s leadership, advocacy and resources that support pharmacists
in embracing change and expanding their patient care services. For more information, see www.pharmacists.ca.
Blueprint for Pharmacy
The Blueprint is a collaborative initiative to achieve the Vision for Pharmacy: optimal drug therapy outcomes for
Canadians through patient-centred care. CPhA is the Secretariat for the Blueprint National Coordinating Office
and provides support to the Steering Committee. The fundraising campaign has surpassed $1 million and CPhA
is leading work on a national public relations campaign. See www.blueprintforpharmacy.ca for extensive
resources, including details of changes occurring across Canada. A special thanks to Mary Ann Butt for
representing PANL on the Steering Committee.
Canadian Pharmacy Services Framework (CPSF)
Developed in collaboration between CPhA, the Canadian Association of Chain Drug Stores (CACDS) and
provincial pharmacy associations, the CPSF recognizes the value of pharmacy services while ensuring a
financially viable pharmacy business model — it provides an understanding for establishing fees for different
services. The Framework can be used by pharmacy associations as a resource when negotiating with
governments and private payers for expanded services funding, and to support owners in transitioning to
expanded scope of practice.
ADAPT Patient Care Skills CE Program
CPhA’s ADAPT course is designed to maximize pharmacists’ effectiveness in providing medication
management through collaborative patient-centred care and it meets the new CCCEP standards for certificatelevel programs. With expanding scope of practice across Canada, this 19-week, 76 CEU course provides
pharmacists with the skills and confidence to expand their patient care services. The August 2012 course sold
out; the next course starts in October. For more information see www.pharmacists.ca/adapt.
Diabetes Strategy for Pharmacists (DSP)
CPhA is committed to advocating for and expanding the role of pharmacists as part of the diabetes health care
team. Workshops, an online course, community forum and practice tools were developed. The Diabetes Strategy
for Pharmacists Network (DSP-N) was created and we are partnering with the Public Health Agency of Canada
(PHAC) to promote and evaluate their new diabetes risk assessment tool, CANRISK. Federal funding was
received to continue developing tools for chronic conditions related to diabetes and a mobile application.
Quit Using and Inhaling Tobacco (QUIT)
Our peer-reviewed online CE program, QUIT, gives pharmacists the knowledge, skills and confidence to
implement a smoking cessation program in their pharmacies. The Ontario government recognizes it as one of
the programs that community pharmacists can take before charging for smoking cessation services. An online
community connects pharmacists (www.quitforum.ca), and a mobile application will be launched soon.
Drug Shortages
Drug shortages are an increasingly serious problem across Canada. Since March 2011, CPhA has been leading a
multi-stakeholder Drug Shortages Working Group with representatives from industry, wholesalers and health
care provider organizations to develop a national drug shortages reporting system. The group launched the
monitoring system, www.drugshortages.ca, in December 2011. In the wake of the unprecedented level of
political and media scrutiny following the shutdown of the Sandoz plant in Quebec, CPhA appeared before the
federal health committee, HESA, to discuss drug shortages. HESA released its report in March and CPhA has
met since met with Members of Parliament and senior officials. CPhA continues to press for change to solve
drug shortages issues.
Council of the Federation and Health Care Reform
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The Premiers’ Council of the Federation (CoF) established a Health Care Innovation Working Group, as a new
model for health care reform. To ensure pharmacists’ role is part of the conversation, CPhA provided a
submission and is working closely with the Canadian Nurses and Medical Associations, Health Action Lobby
(HEAL) and provincial pharmacy associations. CPhA President, Paula MacNeil, and senior staff attended the
CoF meetings in Halifax at the end of July, where the working group released its first report. CPhA issued a
response expressing our support for the focus on innovation, team-based care and adoption of pan-Canadian
approaches, however we are concerned with the recommendation to create a national competitive bidding
process for generic drugs – we cautioned the Premiers to tread carefully to ensure the drug supply is not
negatively impacted.
Provincial Drug Reforms
Generic drug pricing reform and payment for expanded services is occurring across the country. CPhA works
with provincial associations, including PANL, in efforts to introduce appropriate compensation changes. A
recent example has been our collaboration with pharmacy associations in the Maritimes to adapt CPhA’s
PharmaCheck program as the basis for new medication review services.
e-Pharmacy
Implementation of Drug Information Systems (DIS) presents significant costs and workflow challenges. To
address this and to advocate for pan-Canadian approaches, CPhA co-chairs the Pharmacy e-Health Action
Committee (PeHAC) with CACDS, and engages in ongoing collaboration with Canada Health Infoway,
including representation on their new Clinical Adoption-Pharmacist Reference Group. We co-chair an eprescribing working group with CMA and e-Pharmacy is also a key priority for action within the Blueprint for
Pharmacy Implementation Plan.
GST/HST Tax Reforms
The 2012 federal budget released in March contained a significant win for CPhA and pharmacy. Working with
CACDS, provincial pharmacy associations and Finance Canada, CPhA was able to convince the federal
government to amend the Excise Tax Act to include pharmacists as a recognized “health care practitioner,”
thereby exempting all non-dispensing professional pharmacy fees from GST/HST (dispensing fees were already
zero-rated).
International Pharmacy
Our President and Executive Director represent Canada at the annual meetings of PharmIntercom and the
International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP). These meetings provide CPhA with a chance to learn more about
trends in pharmacy from a global perspective, particularly on issues such as drug supply, e-prescribing, pricing
reforms and expanded scope of practice.
e-Therapeutics and Mobile Apps
e-Therapeutics was translated and the French content was launched as e-Thérapeutique+ in March. The minor
ailments content from Patient Self-Care (PSC) and the Compendium of Self-Care Products (CSCP) is now online,
available as e-Therapeutics for Minor Ailments or integrated in e-Therapeutics+ Complete. Our mobile product,
CPS Essentials is available for iPad, iPhone and Android devices. It includes the drug tables from Therapeutic
Choices and several free productivity apps, and the new CPS Monographs mobile app was launched in May.
CPhA Membership
To ensure CPhA continues to represent the voice of pharmacists across Canada, and provide value for our
members, we have changed our membership package: pharmacists can join now for only $199 and get 50% off
any of CPhA’s print, electronic or mobile drug and therapeutic resources. See www.pharmacists.ca/members.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank PANL for their continued support of CPhA. As a long time
member of both organizations I understand the importance of advocacy and of working together. I would also
like to take this opportunity to encourage you to get involved with the organizations that represent your
profession.
Respectfully submitted,

Brenda Bursey
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RECOGNITION OF
VO L U N T E E R S E RV I C E
● C O M MI TT EE M EMB E RS ●

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

THIRD PARTY RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

Robin Vatcher – Pharmachoice
Greg Batt – Board Member
Joan Roach – Board Member
Rick Elliott – Board Member
Brenda Bursey – Shoppers Drug Mart
Sandra Aylward – Lawtons Sobeys Group
Jason Druken – Walmart
Jacob Buote – Drug Store Pharmacy
Ken Walsh – Hospital

Steve Janes – Lawtons Sobeys Group
Brenda Bursey – Shoppers Drug Mart
Jason Druken – Walmart Pharmacy
Rick Elliott – Pharmachoice
Brian Healy – Alpha Group

FINANCE COMMITTEE

EDUCATION COMMITTEE

AWARDS COMMITTEE

PUBLIC & PROFESSIONAL RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

Rick Elliott
Margot Priddle
Scott Way

Ted Dawe
Marjorie Gear
Seumas Gibbons
Doug Manning

Vicki Parsons
Christina Tulk
Justin Peddle
Sarah Fennell

2012 CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
Keith Bailey, Chair
Joan Roach
Patrick Ryan
Kevin Angell
Catherine Orr

Pharmacists’ Association of Newfoundland & Labrador (PANL)

Trent White, Chair
Keith Bailey
Erica Clarke
Jeremy Reid
Sarah Strong

CPhA REPRESENTATIVE
Brenda Bursey
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P H A R M A C I S T S ’ A S S O C I AT I O N O F
NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
● VISION ●
To advocate for and be the voice of pharmacists as integral health care team members and leaders
in professional practice and the provision of quality health services.

● MISSION ●
The Pharmacists' Association of Newfoundland and Labrador exists to foster the professional
and economic advancement of pharmacists.

● VALUES ●

We believe in:
 Accountability & Transparency: We must consistently demonstrate accountability and
transparency in our processes, monitoring and reporting.
 Collaboration & Partnerships: Our effectiveness is advanced when we work in collaboration
with our key partners.
 Quality Health Services: We have a role and responsibility to protect and promote high
quality and comprehensive public health services.
 Equity and Ethics: We must be guided by the principles of equity and ethics in all that we
do.
 Respectful and Responsive: We must be responsible for maintaining a respectful and
responsive environment for all our members.

203 – 85 Thorburn Road
St. John’s, NL A1B 3M2

